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Meet the stars of container security

Developers want scalable container security that doesn’t crash  

the DevOps party� What if there was an integrated solution that’s 

built to provide security every step of the way, without slowing  

you down?

Good news� Trend Micro automates and augments the security 

features developers have come to trust through Trend Micro™ 

Deep Security™ Smart Check� Working together with Red Hat 

OpenShift, these trusted container experts provide security that’s 

integrated with your development pipeline from day one, detecting 

and mitigating against threats at every point in the process� The 

result is a container that’s protected and a development cycle that 

stays on the fast track� 

You can be especially confident when you use this solution with 

Amazon Web Services™ (AWS)� The AWS platform is built to 

meet the requirements of the world’s most security-sensitive 

organizations� In the following pages, we’ll highlight some of the 

most impactful benefits you’ll get using Trend Micro with Red Hat 

OpenShift on AWS, from container scanning and CI/CD pipeline 

integration, to automated access management and compliance� 

Secure your containers with Trend Micro and Red Hat OpenShift on AWS

https://www.trendmicro.com/en_us/business/products/hybrid-cloud/smart-check-image-scanning.html
https://www.openshift.com/
https://www.openshift.com/
https://aws.amazon.com/
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Secure your containers from the first build

The ultimate container scanner

Security should run within every container� Trend Micro takes full advantage of Red Hat 

OpenShift’s inside-container content scanning functionality with image assertion� And  

Trend Micro runs multiple, concurrent scanning scenarios� When scanning, Deep Security 

Smart Check unpacks each layer of the image and performs detailed scans on the content�

The result? Issues are fixed early, and false positives are filtered out by correlating patch 

layers with packages that are vulnerable in the same image� These processes free your  

team to develop without security speed bumps and can mean the difference between  

all-systems-go and stop-and-go� 
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Automate security checks to avoid surprises

Constant vigilance means peace of mind 

Security vulnerabilities are the worst kinds of surprises� Trend Micro 

identifies vulnerabilities in containers early in the CI/CD pipeline so 

you won’t be thrown for a loop� Through APIs built to be integrated 

into your CI/CD pipeline, Deep Security Smart Check automates 

subsequent image re-scans at any stage of the pipeline, ensuring 

that only clean images persist and bad images can be reviewed  

and fixed�

Deep Security Smart Check scans applications prior to runtime� 

Including security earlier in your build pipeline helps to achieve 

consistent results earlier in the development cycle without 

Validate patches and 
fixes from scan results

Details on patches and updates
for remediation of newly
discovered vulnerabilities

Kubernetes
integrations

Deep Security protected
Docker hosts

Automated scanning
of new build

Risk assessment for
pipeline promotions

Image assurance Continuous monitoring for 
Docker activity and new
CVEs/malware

Runtime detection and
prevention of exploits

Dev Ops

interfering in the development stream or creating friction for  

cloud architects� And it reduces manual security updates by 

automatically scanning images against new vulnerabilities and 

malware� These automatic updates let dev teams know of any 

outcomes through collaboration tools, like Slack, improving the 

feedback loop and ability to ship secured applications�

Consider this feature like an especially vigilant house-sitter while 

you’re on vacation, constantly on guard to make sure your home is 

free from intruders� 
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Protect your registries

Automated access management relieves the burden 

Since DevOps is a team effort, container security demands a team approach� The Red Hat 

OpenShift Container Platform includes the OpenShift Container Registry, a private registry 

integrated with the platform to manage your container images� This registry provides role-

based access controls that give you the power to manage who can pull and push container 

images, and works with other private and cloud registries you might be using�

But doesn’t managing a registry suck up a lot of time? You’re in luck� Deep Security Smart 

Check offers continuous protection, with security policies based on the detection of secrets, 

keys, malware, and other vulnerabilities� Deep Security Smart Check will only allow images 

that meet those policies through to your CI/CD pipeline, so only compliant containers run  

in production� In other words, Trend Micro has your back�  

https://docs.openshift.com/container-platform/3.5/architecture/infrastructure_components/image_registry.html
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Stay current on compliance 

Your container is ready to deploy� But wait—does it meet the most  

up-to-date security requirements? 

Deep Security Smart Check has you covered� This solution can 

integrate with Red Hat OpenShift, allowing your security engineers 

to meet governance and compliance requirements without getting in 

the way of productivity or adversely affecting the CI/CD pipeline� You 

even get access to a detailed log history for easy reporting  

and auditing�

Red Hat OpenShift allows cluster administrators to apply broad or 

narrow security policies, reflecting deployment environment and 

security requirements� You can also integrate your own continuous 

deployment tooling with the OpenShift Container Platform� By 

leveraging CI/CD and Red Hat OpenShift, you can automate the 

process of rebuilding the application to incorporate the latest fixes 

and testing, and ensure that everything is deployed everywhere 

within the environment� 

And the best part? Compliance doesn’t get in the way of your team 

delivering on time� 

A security solution that’s in-the-know and won’t impact production 
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Sign up for free trials of Trend Micro Deep Security Smart Check and  
Red Hat OpenShift

With Trend Micro, Red Hat OpenShift, and AWS, your DevOps team will 
never dread the words “container security” again� When it comes to 
deploying containers, time is of the essence� Trend Micro and Red Hat 
OpenShift, working on AWS, empower you to get your applications to 
market quickly and reliably�

Ready to get security started? 

Try Trend Micro Deep Security 
Smart Check for free

Try Red Hat OpenShift for free

Learn more about how AWS makes 
cloud security its highest priority

angle-right

angle-right

angle-right

https://www.trendmicro.com/product_trials/download/index/us/168?_ga=2.185756650.2101920562.1569355839-1354561558.1568839477&_gac=1.193137119.1568999637.CjwKCAjw8ZHsBRA6EiwA7hw_sWqTS2-JgE2IVEb9c57Xa4bWCgt31Izeo3bDxI7-Kz5nYdAQ7oJrrhoCRYkQAvD_BwE
https://www.trendmicro.com/product_trials/download/index/us/168?_ga=2.185756650.2101920562.1569355839-1354561558.1568839477&_gac=1.193137119.1568999637.CjwKCAjw8ZHsBRA6EiwA7hw_sWqTS2-JgE2IVEb9c57Xa4bWCgt31Izeo3bDxI7-Kz5nYdAQ7oJrrhoCRYkQAvD_BwE
https://www.openshift.com/trial/
https://aws.amazon.com/security/
https://aws.amazon.com/security/
https://www.trendmicro.com/product_trials/download/index/us/168?_ga=2.185756650.2101920562.1569355839-1354561558.1568839477&_gac=1.193137119.1568999637.CjwKCAjw8ZHsBRA6EiwA7hw_sWqTS2-JgE2IVEb9c57Xa4bWCgt31Izeo3bDxI7-Kz5nYdAQ7oJrrhoCRYkQAvD_BwE
https://www.openshift.com/trial/
https://aws.amazon.com/security/
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